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Abstrat: We provide an expliit formulation of the splitting assoiated with the Multi-pliative Shwarz iteration. We show the advantage of onsidering the expliit formulation,when the iteration is used as a preonditioner of a Krylov method.Key-words: Domain deomposition, Multipliative Shwarz, preonditionner, Krylovmethods, Red-Blak oloring, iterative methods.
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Formulation expliite du preonditionnement ShwarzmultipliatifResume : A partir d'une expression expliite du splitting deni par l'iteration multiplia-tive de Shwarz, nous etudions son utilisation omme preondtionnement d'une methode deKrylov.Mots les : Deomposition de domaine, Shwarz multipliatif, preonditionnement,methodes de Krylov, oloriage Rouge-Noir, methodes iteratives
Expliit Multipliative Shwarz 3oat1 IntrodutionDomain deomposition provides a lass of divide-and-onquer methods suitable for the so-lution of linear or nonlinear systems of equations arising from the disretization of partialdierential equations. For linear systems, domain deomposition methods an be viewed aspreonditioners for Krylov subspae tehniques.As mentioned in [8℄, the term domain deomposition has slightly dierent meanings tospeialists depending on their disipline : in parallel omputing, it often means the proess ofdistributing data from a omputational model among the proessors in a distributed memoryomputer. In numerial analysis, it means the separation of the physial domain into regionsthat an be modeled with dierent equations, with interfaes between the domains handledby various onditions. In preonditioning methods, whih is our interest in this artile,domain deomposition refers to the proess of subdividing the solution of a large linearsystem into smaller problems whose solutions an be used to produe a preonditioner (orsolver) for the system of equations that results from disretizing the PDE on the entiredomain or more generally from any sparse matrix. In our work, we onsider the latter andwe suppose that the domain deomposition is with overlapping.Traditionally, there are three lasses of iterative methods whih derive from domaindeomposition : Additive and Multipliative Shwarz for overlappings subdomains and Shuromplement methods for non-overlapping subdomains. When using the Shwarz methodsas solvers, the onvergene rates are very slow and the onvergene is mainly guarantiedfor symmetri positive denite matries and M-matries [3℄. For that reason, the partiularinterest of Shwarz methods is as preonditioner of Krylov subspae methods sine they anbe eÆient even when they would not onverge as a full method.When used as preonditioners, one is interested in deriving an expliit and useful expres-sion of the preonditioner. For the Additive Shwarz method suh an expression exists. Toour knowledge, no expliit expression of the preonditionner is known for the MultipliativeShwarz method. In this paper we derive suh an expression.In setion 2 we suppose that one graph partitioner is applied resulting in subdomainswith overlaps. If the domain deomposition were without overlap, it is known [4℄ that themultipliative Shwarz algorithm would be equivalent to a Blok Gauss Seidel iteration. Insetion 3, we derive an expliit formulation of the Multipliative Shwarz preonditioner. Insetion 4, we disuss the use of suh a preonditionner with a Krylov method and in setion5, we illustrate the behaviour of the preonditionner on some numerial tests.
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4 Atenekeng & Kamgnia & Philippe2 Domain deomposition of a sparse matrix and nota-tionsLet us onsider a sparse matrix A 2 Rnn . The pattern of A is the set P = f(k; l)jak;l 6= 0gwhih is the set of the edges of the graph G = (W;P) where W = f1; :::; ng = [1 : n℄ is theset of verties.Denition 2.1 A domain deomposition of matrix A into p subdomains is dened by aolletion of sets of integers Wi W = [1 : n℄, i = 1; :::; p suh that : ji  jj > 1 =)Wi \Wj = ;;P  Spi=1(Wi Wi):Following this denition, a domain deomposition an be onsidered as resulting froma graph partitioner but with potential overlap between domains. It an be notied thatsuh a deomposition does not neessarily exist (e.g when A is a dense matrix in whih asethere is only one subdomain). For the rest of our disussion, we shall suppose that a graphpartitioner has been applied and has resulted in p sets Wi whose union is W , W = [1 : n℄.The submatrix of A orresponding to Wi Wi is denoted by AiWe shall denote by Li = j2Wi(ej) the vetor spae of Rn of all the vetors with zeroomponents for every index j 62 Wi. Let mi be the dimension of Li. The orthogonalprojetor onto Li is dened by the sub-identity matrix Ii of order n  n whose diagonalelements are set to one if the orresponding node belongs to Wi and to zero otherwise. Wealso denote by Ai the extension of blok Ai to the whole spae, therefore:Ai = IiAIi: (1)Finally, we dene the omplement sub-identity matrix Ii = I   Ii and the matrix,Ai = Ai + Ii: (2)We assume thereafter that all the matries Ai, for i = 1;    ; p are non singular. Thegeneralized inverse A+i of Ai satises A+i = Ii A 1i = A 1i Ii.Proposition 2.1 For any domain deomposition as dened in Denition 2.1 the followingproperty is true.8 i; j 2 f1; :::; pg, ji  jj > 2) IiAIj = 0:Proof. Let (k; l) 2 Wi Wj suh that ak;l 6= 0. Sine (k; l) 2 P, there exists m 2 f1:::ngsuh that k 2 Wm and l 2 Wm; therefore Wi \Wm 6= ; and Wj \Wm 6= ;. Consequently,from Denition 2.1, ji mj  1 and jj  mj  1, whih implies ji  jj  2. Let us introdue a speial situation whih is often satised and whih brings some sim-pliation in the sequel. Irisa
Expliit Multipliative Shwarz 5Denition 2.2 The domain deomposition is with weak overlap if and only if, for anyi; j 2 f1; :::; pg the following is trueji  jj > 1) IiAIj = 0:The set of unknowns whih represents the overlap is dened by the set of integers Ji =Wi \Wi+1; i = 1; :::; p  1, and let si be the dimension of the overlap. Similarly to (1) and(2), we dene Ci = OiAOi; (3)and Ci = Ci + Oi; (4)where Oi 2 Rnn is sub-identity matrix whose diagonal elements are set to one if theorresponding node belongs to Ji and to zero otherwise, and Oi = I  Oi.Example 2.1 Figure 1 displays an example of a domain deomposition for a matrix in thease where all Wi are intervals of integers (Aij denotes a blok).
Figure 1: A matrix domain deomposition with blok overlaps. W1 = w1 [ w2 [ w3, W2 =w3 [w4 [w5, W3 = w5 [w6 [ w7, W4 = w7 [w8 [w9, where, for i = 1;    ; 9, wi is the setof the row indies of Aii with C1 = A33, C2 = A55 and C3 = A77.There is a lose onnetion between a blok tridiagonal struture and a domain deom-position. For instane, in the previous example, if, in order to transform A into a blokPI n1738
6 Atenekeng & Kamgnia & Philippetridiagonal matrix, we assume that all the bloks Ai;i+2 and Ai+2;i are zeros, the domaindeomposition is obtained by dening the domains with three onseutive bloks and theoverlaps orrespond to only one blok. One an easily verify that suh an overlap is a weakoverlap. If the domains were dened with only two bloks and the domain overlaps on oneblok, the overlap would not be weak.In the denitions, the set of integers dening the subdomains are not neessarily in-tervals although this is often the situation as in the example. However, when onsideringother situations like a red-blak blok ordering, it is important to inlude the general ase.Nevertheless, it is always possible to reover the speial ase by renumbering the unknowns.
Irisa
Expliit Multipliative Shwarz 73 Multipliative ShwarzThe goal of Multipliative Shwarz methods is to iteratively solve a linear systemAx = b (5)where matrix A is deomposed into overlapping subdomains as desribed in the previous se-tion. The iteration onsists of solving the original equation in sequene on eah subdomain.This is a well-known method ; for more details, see for instane [3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10℄). In thissetion, we present the main properties of the iteration and derive an expliit formulationof the orresponding matrix splitting.3.1 Classial formulationLet xk be the urrent iterate and rk = b   Axk the orresponding residual. The lassialformulation of multipliative Shwarz proeeds as follow.Algorithm 1 : One iteration of the Multipliative Shwarz Preonditioner builds p sub-iterates and their orresponding residuals by the following reursion :input : x := xk ; r := rk ;for i = 1 : p x := x+A+i r ;r := r  AA+i r ;endoutput : xk+1 := x ; rk+1 := r ;It follows that : rk+1 = (I  AA+p ):::(I   AA+1 )rk : (6)This method orresponds to a relaxation iteration dened by some splitting A = M   Nsuh that the iteration matries for the residual and the error are respetivelyNM 1 = (I  AA+p )    (I  AA+1 ) and (7)M 1N = A 1NM 1A = (I  A+p A)    (I  A+1 A): (8)The onvergene of this iteration is proven for M-matries and s.p.d. matries (eg. see [3℄).Now, let us suppose that the goal is to onsider another iterative method but preondi-tioned by one step of the Multipliative Shwarz method. For that purpose, it is neessaryto dene y =M 1Ax or y = AM 1x
PI n1738
8 Atenekeng & Kamgnia & Philippedepending on the side of the preonditionning, for any vetor x and where M is the matrixharaterized by the previous splitting. From the expression of M 1N and NM 1 we anderive an expression of M 1A or AM 1 as follows :M 1A = I   (I  A+p A)    (I  A+1 A); (9)or AM 1 = I   (I  AA+p )    (I  AA+1 ): (10)3.2 Embedding in a system of larger dimensionIf the subdomains do not overlap, it an be shown [4℄ that the Multipliative Shwarz isequivalent to a Blok Gauss-Seidel method applied on an extended system. In this setion,following [9℄, we present an extended system whih embeds the original system (5) into alarger one with no overlapping between subdomains.For that purpose, we dene the prolongation mapping and the restrition mapping. Weassume for the whole setion that the set of indies dening the domains are intervals. Asmentioned before, this does not limit the sope of the study sine a preliminary symmetripermutation of the matrix, orresponding to the same renumbering of the unknowns andthe equations, an always end up with suh a system.Denition 3.1 The prolongation mapping whih injets Rn into a spae Rm where m =Ppi=1mi = n+Pp 1i=1 si is dened as follows :D : Rn ! Rmx 7! ex;where ex is obtained from vetor x by dupliating all the bloks of entries orresponding tooverlapping bloks.The restrition mapping onsists of projeting a vetor ex 2 Rm onto Rn , whih onsistsof deleting the subvetors orresponding to the rst appearene of eah overlapping bloksP : Rm ! Rnex 7! x:Embedding the original system in a larger one is done for instane in [4, 9℄. We presenthere a speial ase. In order to avoid a tedious formal presentation of the augmentedsystem, we present its onstrution on an example whih is generi enough to understandthe denition of eA. In Figure 2, is displayed an example with four domains. Mapping Dbuilds ~x by dupliating some entries in vetor x : mapping x ! ex = Dx expands vetor xto inlude subvetors y3, y5 and y7. The equalities y3 = x3, y5 = x5 and y7 = x7 dene asubspae J of Rm . This subspae is the range of mapping D. These equalities ombinedwith the denition of matrix eA show that J is an invariant subspae of eA : eAJ  J .Therefore solving system Ax = b is equivalent to solving system eAex = eb where eb = Db.Operator P deletes entries x3, x5 and x7 from vetor ~x. Irisa
Expliit Multipliative Shwarz 9
Figure 2: Denition of eA (Extension of Matrix displayed in Fig 1).Remark 3.1 The following properties are straightforward onsequenes of the previousdenitions :1. Ax = P eADx,2. J = R(D)  Rm is an invariant subspae of eA,3. PD = In and DP is a projetion onto J ,4. 8x; y 2 Rn , (y = Ax, Dy = eADx).This an be illustrated by diagram (11) :Rn A! RnD # " PRm eA! Rm : (11)One iteration of the Multipliative Shwarz method on the original system (5) orre-sponds to one Blok-Seidel iteration on the enhaned systemeAex = Db; (12)where the diagonal bloks are the bloks dened by the p subdomains. More preisely,denoting by fM the blok lower triangular part of eA, the iteration dened in Algorithm 1PI n1738
10 Atenekeng & Kamgnia & Philippean be expressed as follows : 8>><>>: exk = Dxk;erk = Drk ;exk+1 = exk + fM 1erk ;xk+1 = Pexk+1: (13)To prove it, let us partition eA = fM   eN , where eN is the stritly upper blok triangularpart of (  eA). Matries fM and eN are partitioned by bloks aordingly to the domaindenition. One iteration of the Blok Gauss-Seidel method an then be expressed byexk+1 = exk + fM 1erk :The resulting blok triangular system is solved suessively for eah diagonal blok. Toderive the iteration, we partition exk and exk+1 aordingly. At the rst step, we obtainexk+11 = exk1 +A 11 erk1 ; (14)whih is idential to the rst step of the Multipliative Shwarz xk+1=p = xk + A+1 rk . Thei-th step (i = 2;    ; p)exk+1i = exki +A 1i ebi   fMi;1:i 1 exk+11:i 1  Aiexki + eNi;i+1:p exki+1:p ; (15)is equivalent to its ounterpart xk+(i+1)=p = xk+i=p+A+i rk+i=p in the Multipliative Shwarzalgorithm.Therefore, we have the following diagramRn M 1! RnD # " PRm fM 1! Rmand we onlude that M 1 = PfM 1D:We must remark that there is an abuse in the notation, in the sense that the matrixdenoted by M 1 an be singular even when fM 1 is non singular.We shall prove in the following theorem that this happens when one overlapping blokis singular. Nevertheless, we keep the notation for its meaning in the general ase.3.3 Expliit formulation of the Multipliative Shwarz preondi-tionnerTheorem 3.1 Let A 2 Rnn be deomposed into p subdomains as desribed in setion 2suh that all the matries Ai, for i = 1;    ; p, and all the matries Ci, for i = 1;    ; p  1,
Irisa
Expliit Multipliative Shwarz 11are non singular. The Multipliative Shwarz preonditionner matrix M 1 an be expliitlyexpressed by : M 1 = Ap 1 Cp 1 A 1p 1 Cp 2    A2 1 C1 A1 1 (16)where matries Ai and Ci are dened in setion 2.Proof. The Rihardson iteration orresponding to the Multipliative Shwarz preondi-tionner is expressed by the relation xk+1 = xk+M 1rk. When we injet it in the augmenteddimension we have the following iteration:exk+1 = exk + fM 1erk, where exk = Dxk , erk = Drk and fM 1 represents the Blok Gauss-Seidel preonditionner built from eA. Let us set fM 1erk = etk ; then exk+1 = exk + etk andtherefore, xk+1 = Pexk+1 = xk + Petk:In order to ompute Petk, we eliminate, within the system erk = fMetk, the unknownswhih must be disarded by the projetion P . For that purpose, we partition the diagonalblok (Ai) of ~A as follows:Ai =  Bi FiEi Ci  and aordingly the vetors etik =  f ikgik  and erik =  uikvik  for i =1; :::; p  1 and ~tkp = fpk , ~rkp = upk. We an observe from this representation thatrk = 26664 u1k...up 1kupk 37775 and tk = 26664 f1k...fp 1kfpk 37775 :We now form the redued system by only keeping the omponents of tk:(B1   F1C 11 E1)f1k = u1k   F1C 11 v1k ; (17) Ei 1f i 1k0 + (Bi   FiC 1i Ei)f ik = uik   FiC 1i vik; i = 2; :::; p  1 (18)Apetpk + Ep 1fp 1k0  = erpk: (19)Note that, sine erk = Drk , we have vik = Ri+1ui+1k where Ri+1ui+1k onsists of seleting therst si omponents of blok vetor ui+1. Remember that si is the dimension of the overlapCi. Let Si = (Bi   FiC 1i Ei) for i = 1; :::; p  1 be the loal Shur omplements assoiatedto variable f ik and Sp = Ap. The redued system beomes Btk = zk where the struture ofB is dened in Figure 3.The right hand side of the redued system zk an be written as zk = Trk where :
PI n1738
12 Atenekeng & Kamgnia & Philippe
S1
S3
A4
S2
E1
E2
E3
0
0
0
B=
Figure 3: Matrix of redued system (for p=4)zk = 0BBBBB u1k   F1C 11 R2u2ku2k   F2C 12 R3u3k...up 1k   Fp 1C 1p 1Rperpkerpk
1CCCCCAand therefore zk = Trk whereTrk = 0BB I1    F1C 11 0  0 00 I2    F2C 12 0  00 0 I3    F3C 13 0 0 0 0 I4 1CCA 0BB u1ku2ku3ker4k 1CCA (20)(displayed for p = 4). MatrixM , dened by the Multipliative Shwarz splitting, is thereforeharaterized by the relation TM = B:
Irisa
Expliit Multipliative Shwarz 13We now prove that M = A1 C1 1::: Cp 1 1 Ap satises that relation. We rst express thestruture of the following matrix with the blok struture dened by B and T :
Ai Ci 1 =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB
0B I . . . I 1CA 0 Bi Gi Ei0  I 1A 0B I . . . I 1CA
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA ith row blok(i+ 1)th row blokfor i = 1;    ; p  1. It is easy to prove by indution that for i = 1; :::; p  2i = T ( A1 C1 1)( A2 C2 1):::( A1 C1 1)
=
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
S1 E10  S2. . . . . . . . .Si Ei0  I  Gi+10 . . . . . . . . .  Gp 10 I
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAand therefore p 1 = T ( A1 C1 1)( A2 C2 1):::( Ap 1 Cp 1 1);
= 0BBBBBBBBB
S1 E10  S2. . . . . . Sp 1 Ep 10   I 00 I 
1CCCCCCCCCA :
PI n1738
14 Atenekeng & Kamgnia & PhilippeClearly we have p 1 Ap = Bwhih ends the proof. Remark 3.2 Let us desribe more preisely the situation when one of the overlappingbloks Ci is singular. With this assumption, matrixS = Ap 1 Cp 1 A 1p 1 Cp 2    A2 1 C1 A1 1 is singular and therefore it annot be onsideredas being the inverse of a matrix M . In that situation, S annot be used as preonditionner tosolve system Ax = b : a left appliation of the preonditionner would lead to solve SAx = SBwhih does not have a unique solution and a right appliation is impossible. It an be notiedthat the singularity of one of the bloks Ci implies the singularity of the mapping eA sinethe spetrum of eA is equal to the union of the spetrum of A and the spetra of all the bloksCi (i = 1;    ; p  1) [9℄.Proposition 3.1 The matrix N dened by the multipliative Shwarz splitting A =M  Nan be expressed as follows:8<: Nij = Gi   Gj 1Bj ; when j > i+ 1Nii+1 = GiBi+1   [Fi 0℄;Nij = 0 otherwise; (21)where Gi = (FiC 1i 0) for i ; j = 1; :::; p  1.When the domain deomposition is with weak overlap, expression (21) beomes: Nii+1 = GiBi+1   [Fi 0℄; for i = 1; :::; p  1;Nij = 0 otherwise: (22)Proof. It follows from equation 20 that the inverse of matrix T = I   U is:T 1 = p 1Xi=0 U iwhere : U = 0BBB 0 G1 0. . . . . . Gp 10 1CCCA :Therefore, the matrix M an be expressed by:8>>>>><>>>>>: Mii = Bi;Mii+1 = GiBi+1;Mi+1i =  Ei0  ; for i ; j = 1    p  1Mij = Gi   Gj 1Bj ; if j > i+ 1Mij = 0; otherwise: Irisa
Expliit Multipliative Shwarz 15By expressing matrix A in the same struture as the struture of M , we dedue that,N =M A satises relation (21). When the deomposition is of weak overlap, relation (22)follows from the fat that GiGi+1 = 0. Corollary 3.1 In the splitting A = M   N assoiated with the Multipliative Shwarzmethod, matrix N is of rank r Pp 1i=1 si.Proof. The proof is obvious when the deomposition is with weak overlap. For the generalase, we have to prove that the rank of row blok i of matrix N is less than si. The strutureof row blok Ni, for i = 1; :::; p  1, of matrix N is:Ni =  0 ;    0 ; [Fi 0℄  0 C 1i Bi+1(1; 2)0  I  ; GiGi+1Bi+2 ;    ; Gi   Gp 1Bp  :Therefore, the rank of row blok of Ni is limited by the rank of fator [Fi 0℄ whih annotexeed si. This implies r Pp 1i=1 si. 3.4 Symmetrization of MEven when matrix A is symmetri, the preonditioned onjugate gradient method annotbe used diretly sine the Multipliative Shwarz preonditioner is not symmetri. However,it an easily be symmetrized by inluding a seond sweep orresponding to apply M T tourrent residual rk+1. It an be written as follows : xk+1 = xk +M 1rk;xk+2 = xk+1 +M T rk+1:Using that rk+1 = NM 1rk , we havexk+2 = xk +M 1rk +M TNM 1rk ;= xk +M T (MT +N)M 1rk ;= xk +M T (MT +M  A)M 1rk:We dedue that the new preonditioning matrix (the one orresponding to two sweeps upand down) is suh that:M 1 =M T (MT +N)M 1 =M T (MT +M  A)M 1:It an be shown [3℄ that when A is s.p.d., the preonditionner M is s.p.d. as well.3.5 Red-Blak ordering (M and N)The Multipliative Shwarz method, as desribed in Algorithm 1, learly is not suitable forparallelism sine the reursion between bloks prevents independent alulations. The las-sial way to overpass the drawbak is to relax part of the reursion by a Red-Blak oloring.PI n1738
16 Atenekeng & Kamgnia & PhilippeRealling our assumption that overlap only ours between onseutive bloks, like in Figure1, all the bloks of odd numbers an be used in parallel and then the update is performedwith all the bloks of even numbers. If we onsider a reordering of the unknowns whihlabels rst the omponents orresponding to the odd subdomains and then the even ones,it an easily be shown that the new preonditioner is still a Multipliative Shwarz methodbut with only two subdomains ; the method beomes an Alternative Shwarz method. Insuh a situation the overlap is the union of all the elementary overlaps and therefore thetotal dimension of the overlap does not hange.
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hwarz 174 Multipliative Shwarz as preonditionner of Krylovmethods4.1 Early terminationWhen preonditioning a Krylov method, we onsider in this setion the advantage to onsidera splitting A =M  N in whih N is rank deient whih is the ase for the MultipliativeShwarz preonditioner.For solving the original system Ax = b, we dene a Krylov method, as being an iterativemethod whih builds, from an initial guess x0, a sequene of iterates xk = x0+ yk suh thatyk 2 Kk(A; r0) where Kk(A; r0) is the Krylov subspae of degree k, built from the residualr0 of the initial guess : Kk(A; r0) = Pk 1(A)r0 where Pk 1(R) is the set of polynomials ofdegree k   1 or less. The vetor yk is obtained by a harateristi property whih dependson the method ; this property may be minimizing the error xk   x for a given norm, orprojeting the initial error onto the subspae Kk(A; r0) in a given diretion. Nevertheless,we onsider that, for a given k, when the property x 2 x0 + Kk(A; r0) holds, it impliesthat xk = x. This last property is satised when the Krylov subspae sequene beomesstationary : (Kk(A; r0) = Kk+1(A; r0))) (x 2 Kk(A; r0)):When a Krylov method is left preonditioned by the operator M , the Krylov subspaesto onsider are : Kk(M 1A;M 1r0). For a right preonditioning with the same operator,the subspae of interest beomes : Kk(AM 1; r0).Proposition 4.1 When rank(N) = r < n, then any Krylov method reahes the exatsolution in at most r + 1 iterations.Proof. In M 1A = I  M 1N the matrix M 1N is of rank r. For any degree k, thefollowing inlusion Kk(M 1A;M 1r0)  (r0) +R(M 1N) guarantees that the dimensionof Kk(M 1A;M 1r0) is at most r+1. Therefore, the method is stationnary from k = r+1at the latest. The proof is idential for the right preonditioning. For a general non singular matrix, this result is appliable to the methods BiCG andQMR, preonditioned by the Multipliative Shwarz method. In exat arithmeti, the num-ber of iterations annot exeed the total dimension s of the overlap by more than 1. Thesame result applies to GMRES(m) when m is greater than s.For a symmetri positive denite matrix, the relevant method is PCG and it requiresa s.p.d preonditionner. It is therefore neessary to symmetrize the basi multipliativeShwarz preonditioner as done in setion 3.4. When, the matrix is symmetri non denite,the symmetri preonditioner might also be non denite, and the method to onsider isSQMR. However in these situations, the rank deieny property is muh less attrativethan with the non symmetri basi ase.The previous remarks hold in exat arithmeti, but, as we shall see in the numerial tests,roundo errors darken the piture espeially for methods whih rely on non orthonormalbasis and for ill onditioned matries.PI n1738
18 Atenekeng & Kamgnia & Philippe4.2 Advantages of the expliit formulationIn the lassial expression of the Multipliative Shwarz iteration (Algorithm 1) the ompu-tation of the two stepsxk+1 = xk +M 1rk and rk+1 = b Axk+1;is arried out reursively through the domains whereas the expliit formulation deouplesthe two omputations. The omputation of the residual is therefore more easily parallelizedsine it is withdrawn from the reursion. Another advantage of the expliit expression ariseswhen it is used as a preonditioner of a method already oded in a library. In suh a ase,the user is supposed to provide a ode for the proedure x ! M 1x. Sine the methodomputes the residual, the lassial algorithm implies a double alulation of the residual.We now show that the number of operations involved in both approahes remains roughlythe same, although with a slight advantage to the expliit formulation.Let us denote by C(p)la the ost of one iteration of Algorithm 1. One an verify thatC(p)la = pXi=1(ti + pi); (23)where  ti = # of ops for proessing on subdomain i : x := x+A+i r;pi = # of ops for proessing on subdomain i : r := r  A(A+i r):Let us also denote by C(p)exp the number of operations for omputing x!M 1x, by usingthe expliit form of the Multipliative Shwarz preonditionner :C(p)exp = p 1Xi=1(ti + i) + tp; (24)where i is the number of ops for multiplying a vetor in subdomain i by Ci. The number ofoperations C(A) involved in the omputation of a residual, whih involves the multipliationby matrix A, satises the relation C(A) = Ppi=1 qi  Pp 1i=1 i where qi is the number ofoperations involved in the multipliation by blok Ai. Sine qi < pi (they are usually losenumbers), we obtain that C(p)la > C(p)exp + C(A): (25)
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Expliit Multipliative Shwarz 195 Numerial experimentsIn this setion we illustrate the numerial behaviour of the Multipliative Shwarz preondi-tionner for Krylov subspae methods. The test matries are taken from the Matrix Marketsuite [1℄. The tests were arried out in MATLAB, and they were hosen to illustrate theproperty of early termination.We denode by MS the Multipliative Shwarz preonditioner and by SMS its Sym-metrized Multipliative Shwarz ounterpart. For eah method, the right-hand side is axed random vetor, the initial guess is the nul vetor and the tolerane for onvergene isset to 10 8.Test1: Matrix: S3RMT3M3 shifted as A := A+ 10 3kAkISymmetri Reverse Cuthill Makee reordering is applied on the matrix to redue the band-width.Soure of S3RMT3M3 : Finite element analysis of Cylindrial Shells Order: 5357 Type: Real Symmetri positive denite Condition number: 60.99 Domain deompositionBlok number 1 2 3 4 5 61st row index 1 875 1830 2810 3860 4700last row index 1000 2000 3000 4000 4800 5357 rank(N) P(rank(Fi)) = 92 + 144 + 164 + 131 + 89 = 620 Spetral radius of the iteration matrix: (M 1N) = 0:4583Table 1 and Figure 4 show a nie onvergene of methods sine the spetral radius ofthe iteration matrix M 1N is small.Test2: Matrix: BCCSTK20Soure of BCCSTK20 : Strutural Engineering. Order: 485 Type: Real Symmetri indenite Condition number: 7:5 1012 Domain deompositionBlok number: 1 2 3 41st row index 1 45 285 390last row index 50 300 400 485 rank(N) P(rank(Fi)) = 2 + 14 + 8 = 24 Spetral radius of the iteration matrix: (M 1N) = 1That matrix is lose to being singular and this is a diÆult problem (see onvergene inTable 2 and gure 5) when ompared to the rst one. Only GMRES sueeds. In BICGand QMR, a near-breakdown ours [2℄.Test3: Matrix: SHERMAN5
PI n1738
20 Atenekeng & Kamgnia & PhilippeSymmetri Reverse Cuthill Makee reordering on the matrix is applied to redue the band-width.Soure of SHERMAN5 : Oil Reservoir simulation hallenge matries. Order: 3312 Type: Real Unsymmetri Condition number: 3:9 105 Domain deompositionBlok number 1 2 3 41st row index 1 450 900 2495last row index 500 970 2500 3312 rank(N) P(rank(Fi)) = 31 + 61 + 0 = 92 Spetral radius of the iteration matrix: (M 1N) = 0:8769.This is an unsymmetri problem and therefore, we only onsider the methods GMRES,QMR and BiCG. Table 3 and Figure 6 show a good onvergene for all the three methods.QMR and BiCG performs identially, whih is the ase when BiCG works well.Test4: Matrix: GRE 1107Soure of GRE 1107 : Simulation of Computer System. Order: 1107 Type: Real Unsymmetri Condition number: 9:7 107 Domain deompositionBlok number 1 2 3 41st row index 1 130 400 875last row index 200 510 950 1107 rank(N) P(rank(Fi)) = 38 + 73 + 49 + 0 = 160 Spetral radius of the iteration matrix: (M 1N) = 5:3028 104.This is another diÆult problem. The matrix is almost singular. Table 4 and Figure5 show the onvergene of GMRES. It is interesting to note that the MS method woulddiverge sine (M 1N) > 1. The last point in the residual of the graph reported in Figure5 is surprizing sine the 2-norm of the residual should dene a non inreasing sequene. Itan easily be explained by the fat that during the inner iterations, the norm of the residualis omputed by a formula whih is not robust with respet to the loss of orthogonality of thebasis whereas the residual is eetively omputed at the basis restart. In BICG and QMR,near breakdown ours whih prevents onvergene.We an onlude from the sequene of tests that early termination property is not suf-ient for obtaining onvergene in oating point arithmeti. However GMRES, whihappears to be muh more robust, is learly superior. In most of the ases, onvergene wasobtained even muh earlier than what ould be expeted. However, GMRES suers for thelimitation on the size of the basis sine a too large basis would imply a too high level of
Irisa
Expliit Multipliative Shwarz 21storage and a too large number of operations. Moreover, the loss of orthogonality withinthe basis may end up with a singular Hessenberg matrix whih provokes a restart.Preonditionner Number of Iteration krkk=kr0kGMRES MS 7 2.9095e-09PCG SMS 10 1.0679e-09MINRES SMS 11 9.8125e-09QMR MS 12 1.7088e-09BICG MS 9 1.0584e-09Table 1: Convergene of the iterative methods on matrix S3RMT3M shifted and permutedPreonditionner Number of Iteration krkk=kr0kGMRES MS 8 9.3112e-09QMR MS no onvergene 1BICG MS no onvergene 1Table 2: Convergene of the iterative methods on matrix BCCSTK20Preonditionner Number of Iteration krkk=kr0kGMRES MS 8 9.3112e-09QMR MS 12 1.1845e-09BICG MS 12 0 1.1910e-09Table 3: Convergene of the iterative methods on matrix SHERMAN5 permutedPreonditionner Number of Iteration krkk=kr0kGMRES MS 166 6.2627e-07QMR MS no onvergene 1BICG MS no onvergene 1Table 4: Convergene of the iterative methods on matrix GRE 1107
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Figure 4: Convergene of the iterative methods on matrix S3RMT3M shifted and permuted6 ConlusionThe Multipliative Shwarz is a very eÆient preonditionner espeially for Krylov methods. We haveestablished its early termination property whih an redue the number of iterations, depending on theamount of overlap.In this work we have exhibited an expliit formulation of the Multipliative Shwarz preonditionner. Bydeoupling the appliation of the preonditioner and the omputation of the residual, we expet to be ableto parallelize suessive iterations. Suh an approah is presently being developped on the GMRES method.A rst basi parallel version of the odes is studied in [5℄. Although the Additive Shwarz preonditioneris often prefered for its ability to be parallelized, it has a slower onvergene rate. An eÆient parallelizedmultipliative version might hange onlusion.
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Figure 5: Convergene of the iterative methods on matrix GRE 1107
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Figure 6: Convergene of the iterative methods on matrix Sherman5 permuted7 Appendix: Alternative proof of Theorem 3.1Notation: For 1  i  j  p, Ii:j is the identity on the union of the domains Wk, (i  k  j) andIi:j = I   Ii:j :PI n1738
24 Atenekeng & Kamgnia & PhilippeLemma 7.1 For any i 2 f1;    ; p  1g,Ai+1Ii + Ii+1 Ai   Ii+1AIi = CiIi:i+1;and for any i 2 f1;    ; pg, A+i = A 1i Ii = Ii A 1i :Straightforward (See gure 7)
I
I+1
Ci
Figure 7: Subdomains of AProof of theorem 3.1 : Let us prove by indution that:M 1 = Ap 1 Cp 1::: C1 A1 1Sine xk+1 = xk+M 1rk and sine xk+1 is obtained as result of suessive steps, for i = 1:::p: xi+1 = xi+A+i ri where xi denotes xk+i=p and ri denotes rk+i=p, we shall prove by reverse indution on i = p 1;    ; 0that: xp = xi + Ap 1 Cp 1::: Ci+1 A 1i+1Ii+1:p ri (26)For i = p  1, the relation xp = xp 1 + A 1p Iprp is obviously true.Let us assume that (26) is valid for i and let us prove it for i  1.xp = xi 1 + A+i ri 1 + A 1p + :::+ Ci+1 A 1i+1Ii+1:p(I   AA+i )ri 1= xi 1 + A 1p ::: Ci+1(A+i + A+i+1Ii+1:p   A 1i+1Ii+1:pAA+i )ri 1:The last transformation was possible sine the supports of Ap; Cp 1; Cp 1; :::;Ci+1 are disjoint from domaini. Let us transform the matrix expression:B = A+i + A+i+1Ii+1:p   A 1i+1Ii+1:pAA+i= A 1i+1(A+i+1Ii + Ii+1:p Ai   Ii+1:pAIi) A 1i Irisa
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alulations imply that:B = A 1i+1( CiIi:i+1 + Ii+2:p  Oi+1) A 1i= A 1i+1 Ci A 1i Ii:pwhih proves that relation (26) is valid for i  1. This ends the proof.
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